
 

 



WC1 1970 in Japan 
Source: SBF Kendo section annual report 1969-19702 

The competitions were held 3-10 of April in Tokyo and Osaka. 

Sweden participated with a full team, that is five competitors and team manager. Sweden 

participated both in the team and individual championships. The team consisted of: 

Robert von Sandor, team captain 

Johan Appelberg 

Leif Thunman3 

Solveig Malmkvist 

Björn Wahlberg 

Göran Stangel was team manager. 

All participants paid for the trip out of their own pockets as there was no funding from RF4 or SBF5. 

The team competition was held in the full house Budokan. Sweden had the “honor” of in its first 

match meet Japan (the coming world champions). Sweden lost with 5-0. However, the Swedish 

fighters performed well against their Japanese opponents all graded 5-8 dan. 

The supreme cheer was released when the audience discovered that for them insignificant name 

Solveig was a girl’s name. After that Solveig became the most photographed, filmed, and well-

publicized person in Japanese mass media. 

In the next match Sweden met Korea and lost. In his match von Sandor created a sensation when he 

took a point against the Korean team captain, holder of 8 dan. 

The individual world championship competitions were held in Osaka. The Swedes had drawn 

opponents from USA, Canada, and Brazil. Despite good fight performance all swedes lost in the first 

round except for Björn Wahlberg due to w.o.6 But he lost in the second round. 

A friendly was held 8th of April in Nagoya. In these competitions Sweden was honored by having 

three Kendoka selected for a team to meet a mixed team from Japanese universities and clubs. In 

these matches Appelberg won his and von Sandor and Malmkvist managed a draw. 

In addition to the competing the Swedes participate in trainings in several locations, among them the 

imperial palace dojo and the parliament dojo. In the latter only the swedes were invited. 

 
1 World Championships, VM = Världs-Mästerskap 
2 Translated by Hans Lundberg. 
3 Misspelled in the original. 
4 Riksidrottsförbundet, Swedish Sports Federation 
5 Swedish Budo Federation 
6 Walkover 


